Global Analysis of the Genetic Network Controlling a Bacterial Cell Cycle
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This report presents full-genome evidence that bacterial cells use discrete transcription patterns to control cell cycle progression. Global transcription analysis of synchronized Caulobacter crescentus cells was used to identify 553 genes (19% of the genome) whose messenger RNA levels varied as a function of the cell cycle. We conclude that in bacteria, as in yeast, (i) genes involved in a given cell function are activated at the time of execution of that function, (ii) genes encoding proteins that function in complexes are coexpressed, and (iii) temporal cascades of gene expression control multiprotein structure biogenesis. A single regulatory factor, the CtrA member of the two-component signal transduction family, is directly or indirectly involved in the control of 26% of the cell cycle–regulated genes.

In the bacterium Caulobacter crescentus, a complex genetic network controls essential cell cycle functions, including the ordered biogenesis of structures at the cell poles and division plane (I). Because different functions occur at specific times in the Caulobacter cell cycle (Fig. 1A), regulation of the cell cycle must be examined as an integrated system. The availability of the full Caulobacter genome sequence and microarray gene expression assays now allow such an approach.

To determine the contribution of transcriptional control to bacterial cell cycle progression, we performed DNA microarrays containing 2966 predicted open reading frames, representing about 90% of all Caulobacter genes (2). More than 19% of the

Caulobacter crescentus genes exhibited discrete times of transcriptional activation and repression during a normal cell cycle. Prokaryotic biology has focused on external, environmental cues as the major mechanism for turning bacterial genes on and off, rather than internal cues. Surprisingly, the transcription of genes required for many cell cycle functions, such as DNA replication, chromosome segregation, and cell division, occurred just before or nearly coincident with the time of execution of that function, paralleling temporal patterns of gene expression observed in the yeast cell cycle (3, 4).

Swarmer cells from wild-type C. crescentus were isolated and allowed to proceed synchronously through their 150-min cell cycle (Fig. 1A). RNA was harvested from cell samples taken at 15-min intervals. RNA levels for each gene at each time point were compared to RNA levels in a mixed, unsynchronized reference population by means of microarrays (5). To determine which RNAs varied as a function of the cell cycle, we used a discrete cosine transform algorithm to identify expression profiles that varied in a cyclical manner (5). This analysis identified 553 genes whose RNA levels changed as a function of the cell cycle. The 72 genes with previously characterized cell cycle–regulated promoters were in this set of temporally regulated transcripts, and they exhibited peak times of expression consistent with earlier data (5).

A self-organizing map clustering technique was applied to the 553 cell cycle–
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regulated expression profiles to identify groups of genes with similar expression patterns (5). Temporally regulated genes were maximally expressed at specific times distributed throughout the entire cell cycle (Fig. 1B). These genes were distributed along the single Caulobacter chromosome, with an evident correlation between time of expression and chromosomal position (6).

Fifty-five percent of the cell cycle–regulated genes had significant similarity to previously characterized genes in categories spanning all known biological processes (5, 7), showing that the Caulobacter genetic circuitry maintains tight temporal transcriptional control over a wide range of metabolic and morphological processes. The function of the other 45% of the cell cycle–regulated genes is unknown; 151 had no significant sequence similarity to other genes in public databases, whereas 96 had similarity to at least one other hypothetical protein.

For each cell cycle–regulated event, we observed a set of associated genes that were induced immediately before or coincident with the event (Fig. 2). Further, genes encoding proteins that form multiprotein complexes were coexpressed and, when participating in the biogenesis of a complex structure, were expressed in a transcriptional cascade that, at least in two cases, reflected their order of assembly.

The expression profiles of genes associated with DNA replication and cell division are shown in Fig. 2A. Three genes encoding proteins that function in replication initiation were maximally expressed in swarmer cells, just preceding and overlapping replication initiation, and 13 genes encoding components of the replication machinery significantly increased transcription at the start of S phase. In addition, we found that homologs of genes required for the synthesis of nucleotides were induced at the G1-S transition, perhaps ensuring sufficient nucleotide pools during S phase in part by transcriptional regulation of nucleotide synthesis genes. Additional genes with peak expression in early S phase included homologs of genes that participate in recombination and DNA repair. Temporal control of DNA methylation in Caulobacter appears to be executed by staged transcription of S-adenosylmethionine (SAM) metabolism genes and the SAM-dependent DNA methyltransferase ccrM gene. Four genes implicated in chromosome segregation were strongly induced during the interval after chromosome replication (8, 9). Three genes of the rnuABC operon that we predict to encode the resolvase, an assemblage of enzymes that resolves Holliday junctions, were also expressed at this time. Given their well-characterized roles in resolving DNA structure in Escherichia coli and their expression in late predivisional cells in Caulobacter, we predict that the rnuABC genes play a role in the late stages of chromosome duplication in Caulobacter. Homologs of the E. coli cell division genes ftsZ, ftsI, ftsW, ftsQ, and ftsA were all expressed in a cell cycle–dependent fashion, with peak expression of these genes widely distributed in time. The distribution of transcription peaks of cell division genes suggests that assembly of the cell division machinery, which includes the tubulin-like FtsZ, is temporally ordered by regulation at the transcriptional level.

As swarmer cells differentiate into stalked cells, membrane synthesis rates (10) and overall translation rates (11) increase, suggesting that cell growth is regulated during the cell cycle. The S phase–specific induction of genes encoding ribosomes, RNA polymerase, and the NADH (reduced form of nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide) dehydrogenase complex of oxidative respiration (Fig. 2B) suggests transcriptional regulation of the general increase in metabolism observed in stalked cells relative to swarmer cells. Two sets of genes encoding enzymes that synthesize membranes and peptidoglycan were identified, one set with peak expression in swarmer cells and one with maximal expression in early stalked cells (Fig. 2B). These genes may play a role in cell envelope growth during the ensuing S and G2 phases. Undoubtedly, some of these genes also participate in the synthesis of Caulobacter’s polar stalk, which occurs at the G1-S transition. Previous rifampicin studies have shown that stalk biogenesis requires transcription during the first 45 min of the cell cycle (12), precisely the time of peak expression of the
membrane and peptidoglycan enzyme genes found in our expression assays (Fig. 2B).

Polar differentiation in Caulobacter includes construction of the polar flagellum and chemotaxis complex in predvisional cells and pili formation at the flagellated pole of swarmer cells. Cell cycle–dependent transcription is required for each of these events (12). At least 41 genes responsible for flagellar biogenesis are organized in a four-level transcriptional hierarchy in which the expression of each class of genes is required for expression of all subsequent classes (13). This temporal cascade is evident in our flagellar gene expression profiles (Fig. 2C). The flagellum, under the control of the chemotaxis machinery, moves the cell toward an attractant or away from a repellent. The majority of the 18 chemotaxis genes (Fig. 2C) were expressed in parallel with the construction of the flagellum so that the chemotaxis machinery is available when needed. Six genes constituting two adjacent operons encoding the membrane-embedded pilin secretory apparatus and the prepilin peptidase were expressed in late predvisional cells (Fig. 2C). The cpabCDF genes, predicted to encode the secretion apparatus for pilin (14), were expressed first, followed immediately by expression of the prepilin peptidase gene cpak. Finally, the pilin subunit, encoded by pilA, reached maximal expression 30 min later in early swarmer cells, coincident with the time in the cell cycle when pili are first observed by electron microscopy (14). Thus, pilin biogenesis is apparently organized as a temporal transcriptional cascade, similar to the flagellar cascade.

The CtrA response regulator, a member of the two-component signal transduction family, controls several cell cycle functions (Fig. 1A). This critical regulator is periodically activated by phosphorylation and is cleared from stalked cells by temporally regulated proteolysis. A complex spatially and temporally regulated network of two-component signal transduction proteins (histidine kinases and response regulators) is thought to control the phosphorylation of CtrA (1, 15).

To identify all cell cycle–dependent genes that are directly or indirectly regulated by CtrA, we used microarrays to analyze gene expression levels in a mutant strain bearing a loss-of-function allele of ctrA, ctrA401ts (16). Genes previously known to be activated by CtrA showed decreased expression levels in the ctrA401ts strain. In all, we found 84 genes whose expression level (i) decreased in the ctrA401ts strain, and (ii) increased in wild-type cells after the transcriptional activation of ctrA. Conversely, 60 genes negatively regulated by CtrA were identified on the basis of expression levels that were (i) increased upon loss of CtrA function, and (ii) maximally expressed in wild-type cells at the time when CtrA is proteolytically cleared from the cell (during the G1-S transition) (Fig. 1A). Thus, 26% (144 of 553) of all cell cycle–dependent transcripts are significantly affected by the loss of functional CtrA (Fig. 2) (2). The ctrA loss-of-function mutant is known to accumulate cell mass, maintain viability, and regularly replicate the chromosome until at least 4 hours after the shift to the restrictive temperature (16, 17). The changes in expression levels in this strain can therefore be attributed to loss of CtrA activity, and not simply to a block of cell cycle progression.

We searched for CtrA binding sites in the promoter regions of all predicted genes (5). Of 1784 genes whose mRNA was determined not to vary as a function of the cell cycle, only two had an upstream consensus CtrA binding site. In contrast, of 553 genes with cell cycle–dependent mRNAs, 38 had consensus CtrA binding sites. Those genes with sites closely matching the consensus T TAA- n7-TTAAC (n = any nucleotide) are candidates for direct regulation by CtrA, whereas those without it are likely to be downstream, indirect targets of CtrA. Our criteria for identifying a gene as directly regulated by CtrA include (i) a predicted CtrA binding site in the regulatory region, (ii) altered expression in the ctrA loss-of-function mutant, and (iii) timing of the gene’s expression pattern consistent with the time of CtrA availability during the cell cycle (Fig. 3). These criteria correctly identified genes previously shown
by in vitro footprinting and site-directed mutagenesis to be directly regulated by CtrA.

Among the genes meeting these criteria are three genes encoding regulatory factors that were expressed at the G₁-S transition: a histidine kinase (HK₄) and two RNA polymerase sigma factors (sigT and sigU) (Fig. 4). These newly identified genes are likely candidates for regulation of early S-phase gene expression. The two sigma factors are members of the extracytoplasmic function (ECF) family (18). Changes in expression levels of sigT and sigU lead to aberrant cells (19). The sigT and HK₄ genes are in one operon and sigU in another. Expression of both the sigT and sigU operons was significantly enhanced in the ctrA loss-of-function experiment, and a consensus CtrA binding site was found in the predicted promoter regions of both operons (5), suggesting that CtrA normally acts to repress expression of these potential G₁-S regulators (5).

Expression of most of the chemotaxis genes was also significantly lower in the ctrA401ts strain (Fig. 2C). The promoter region of the multigene mcpA operon was found to have a highly conserved half CtrA binding site (TTAAC) (5), suggesting that CtrA might directly activate this operon of chemotaxis genes. Transcription of the pilin subunit pilA was strongly reduced in the ctrA401ts strain, consistent with a previous report (14). We also found that expression of the prepropeptide gene cpA was markedly reduced in the ctrA401ts strain and that cpA has a CtrA-binding motif in its promoter region (5), expanding the potential role of CtrA in controlling pilus assembly.

Expression levels of genes encoding the RNA polymerase alpha subunit (rpoA) and major sigma subunit (rpoD), most ribosomal subunits, and NADH dehydrogenase subunits were reduced by a factor of more than 2 in the ctrA401ts strain (Fig. 2B). However, none of these genes had upstream CtrA binding sites (5); this finding suggests indirect regulation by CtrA.

Changes in global transcription patterns were also assayed in a strain containing the inducible gain-of-function ctrA allele ctrA51EdN3, which encodes a constitutively active, proteolysis-resistant form of CtrA (5). Induction of this allele blocks replication initiation, causing a strong G₁ arrest of Caulobacter cells (20). Normally, CtrA proteolysis at the G₁-S transition relieves the repression of replication initiation, but induction of the gain-of-function allele leads to continued binding of CtrA–P at the origin of replication, thereby blocking the formation of the replisome (17, 20).

Transcript levels of 125 genes increased significantly after induction of the ctrA51EdN3 gain-of-function allele (2). In wild-type cells, nearly 85% of these genes were expressed during the swarmer (G₁) phase when CtrA was present; expression levels of these genes normally decrease at the G₁-S transition when CtrA is cleared from the differentiating swarmer cell. Conversely, of the 153 genes that showed a significant decrease in expression in this gain-of-function strain, 80% were normally expressed in predivisional or late S and G₂ cells (2). Thus, blocking replication initiation through a ctrA gain-of-function allele reduced the expression of a wide range of genes normally induced during S and G₂, including 70% of those identified in the ctrA401ts experiment as dependent on CtrA for expression. Persistence of active CtrA alone was thus not sufficient to induce expression of these CtrA-dependent genes after a block in the initiation of replication; this suggests a role for factors normally expressed later in the cell cycle.

The global analysis of bacterial cell cycle regulation initiated here has established the outline of the complex genetic circuitry that controls bacterial cell cycle progression and identified candidate genetic pathways for further exploration (Fig. 3). We found that the master regulator CtrA directly or indirectly controls at least 26% of cell cycle–regulated genes. Other currently unidentified factors must regulate the periodic expression of the 409 cell cycle–dependent genes that did not respond to loss of CtrA function. We predict that the regulation of cell cycle–dependent genes not controlled by CtrA will involve a hierarchical architecture with two or three additional master regulatory proteins acting in a coordinated fashion. Twenty-seven newly identified temporally controlled genes encoding two-component signal transduction proteins and sigma factors are candidates for these master regulatory roles (Fig. 4). Sixteen histidine kinases were found to be expressed during the swarmer (G₁) phase when CtrA was present; expression levels of these genes normally decrease at the G₁-S transition when CtrA is cleared from the differentiating swarmer cell. Conversely, of the 153 genes that showed a significant decrease in expression in this gain-of-function strain, 80% were normally expressed in predivisional or late S and G₂ cells (2). Thus, blocking replication initiation through a ctrA gain-of-function allele reduced the expression of a wide range of genes normally induced during S and G₂, including 70% of those identified in the ctrA401ts experiment as dependent on CtrA for expression. Persistence of active CtrA alone was thus not sufficient to induce expression of these CtrA-dependent genes after a block in the initiation of replication; this suggests a role for factors normally expressed later in the cell cycle.
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The growth of the bacterial flagellar filament occurs at its distal end by self-assembly of flagellin transported from the cytoplasm through the narrow central channel. The cap at the growing end is essential for its growth, remaining stably attached while permitting the flagellin insertion. In order to understand the assembly mechanism, we used electron microscopy to study the structures of the cap-filament complex and isolated cap dimer. Five leg-like anchor domains of the pentameric cap flexibly adjusted their conformations to keep just one flagellin binding site open, indicating a cap rotation mechanism to promote the flagellin self-assembly. This represents one of the most dynamic movements in protein structures.

Self-assembly is used in biological systems to construct large molecular complexes and cellular organelles. In most cases, the assembly processes are regulated by conformational adaptability between the assembled proteins and those that form the site of assembly. The assembly mechanism is not based on simple lock-and-key interactions of compactly folded molecules but involves dynamic conformational changes and partial folding. Tobacco mosaic virus (1, 2) and the bacterial flagellum (3, 4) are classical examples of such mechanisms. These two systems vividly illustrate how the conformational flexibility and adaptability of biological macromolecules regulate the assembly processes. However, the structures of the assembly sites have never been visualized, even for these well-defined structures. In order to study the assembly process of the bacterial flagellar filament, we have used electron microscopy and single particle image analysis.

In many bacteria, swimming results from rotation of helical flagella driven by rotary motors at their bases (5–7). In Escherichia coli and Salmonella, the motor structure called the flagellar basal body crosses both cytoplasmic and outer membrane and continues as an extracellular structure called the hook and the filament. The assembly process starts with Flipp ring formation in the cytoplasmic membrane (8) (Fig. 1A). A dedicated export apparatus, homologous to the type III protein export system (9), is believed to be integrated at the cytoplasmic opening of the Flipp ring channel and to export selectively a set of flagellar proteins into the channel in the flagellum by using the energy of ATP hydrolysis (10, 11). The flagellar proteins travel through the channel of the growing structure to the distal end, where the assembly occurs (12, 13). The filament is only about 200 Å in diameter but grows to a length of up to 15 μm by polymerization of as many as 30,000 flagellin subunits. The central channel through which those flagellin subunits are transported is only 30 Å wide. The entire flagellum is built by self-assembly of the component proteins. Just before the filament elongation starts in the growth process of the bacterial flagellum, HAP2 (hook-associated protein 2, also called FlhD) forms a cap on top of the hook–HAP1–HAP3 complex (14). Then, flagellin subunits passing through the channel polymerize just below the cap one after another to form the long helical filament (15) (Fig. 1A). The cap stays attached at the distal end during the filament growth, and the simplest role of
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